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Everybody Is On The Run
Oasis

Noel Gallagher - Everybody s on the run
(played at Rio de Janeiro, Citibank Hall, Brazil 2009 Soundcheck)

you can listen to that unreleased song here :
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6T3cZBMJCQg&fmt=18

lyrics by Alisson, Rolo & Mr. Monobrow
tabbed by Adrien Guille

Standard Tuning, capo 3rd fret

Chords used :

A : x02220
A7 : x05550 (slide from A)
Am : x02210
Asus4 : x02230

D : x00232
Dsus4 : x00233
D7: x00212

Em7 : 022030
Em : 022000

FM7sus2 : x33010
C/G : 332010
G : 320033

Intro : A, A7, G, D/Dsus4      x2
        FM7sus2, Em7, A        x2

A

Verse 1 :

A              A7
Cant find the feeling
G             D
Morning rain is all the same, you know, you know
A                   A7
Falling out of the ceiling
G                    D
All cry cry, falling in and out of love, you know, you know



A                       A7
When you cant find the feeling
G                 D
Always the same, morning rain, you know, you know
A                   A7
Falling out of the ceiling
G                    D
They all fall out of your heart
   A
Someones always on the run
   A
Everybodys on the run

Chorus 1 :

C/G
                G
Hang in there love
                D        D7        
You gotta hold on 
C/G
               G
Hang in there love
                D
You gotta hold on

Bridge :

A
Everybodys on the run
A
Everybodys on the run
A
Everybodys on the run
A
Everybodys on the run

Verse 2 :

You cant find the feeling
All is the same, morning rain, you know, you know
Coming out of the ceiling
All inside your heart

Everybodys on the run
Everybodys on the run

Chorus 2 :

Hang in there love
You gotta hold on



Hang in there love
You gotta hold on
D7
Everybodys on the run

Hang in there love
You gotta hold on
Hang in there love
You gotta hold on

D7
Cos everybodys on the run
D7
Everybodys on the run
D7
Everybodys on the run
D7
Everybodys on the run

Solo :

FM7sus2, Em7, Am, Em

FM7sus2, G, Am, Em7

FM7sus2, Em7, Am, Em

FM7sus2, G, A7, Em

Outro :

FM7sus2

G              Am
Hang in there love
Em                FM7sus2
You gotta hold on
G             Am               Em                      FM7sus2
You gotta be strong enough for love, you know, you know

Hang in there love
You gotta hold on
You gotta be strong enough for love, you know, you know

Hang in there love
You gotta hold on
You gotta be strong enough for love, you know, you know

Hang in there love
You gotta hold on
You gotta stay, always on the run
Am



Everybodys on the run
Am
Everybodys on the run
Am (hammer on Asus4)
Everybodys on the run


